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Highlights
•

•

•

EANA outstanding
paper award open for
submissions
Videos from
Hydrothermal Spring
School and Space Law
& Governance
conference now
available
Summer sci-fi reading

Astrobiology
featured picture
A home on the Moon
When humans travel to the Moon or Mars, they will
need a place to stay in, a so-called habitat. The
challenge is not only a technological one:
architecture, science and engineering must work
hand in hand to create a livable environment for
the crew. The Moon and Mars Base Analog
(MaMBA) is a habitat concept aimed at meeting
this challenge. Its first prototype module has been
built at the ZARM in Bremen, Germany, in summer
2019 – just in time for the first people to test out
the module before Corona hit. The cylindrical
module features a laboratory just like it might be
on the Moon one day, including
instruments
for
examining
astrobiological
samples
or
preparing experiments for the
lunar surface. The module is
also suited for testing life
support system components.
Christiane Heinicke, UniversitÄT Bremen
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EANA’21
September 7th to 10th
virtual

AbGradCon’21:
September
14th to 17th
virtual

DAbG Workshop 5th Annual
Workshop
September 27th-29th, 2021
Essen, Germany

ASB conference
October18th-20th
BEACON will be held from
the 25th-29th of April, 2022 in
La Palma, Spain along with

AbGradEPEC

Lecturer in astrobiology
Birckbeck University of London
July 29th

Job openings

Postdoc in isotope geochemistry
University of Bayreuth, Germany
open until
filled

Postdoc in geophysics/planetary
physics

April 21st-24th

Europlanet Society
social media & media
internships
A

ugust 1

University of Bayreuth, Germany
open until
filled

6 th

PhD in planetology
LISA/CNRS France
Septem

ber 1 st
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Check out the videos from
the EANA International
Hydrothermal Spring School

Equipping an extraterrestrial laboratory:
Overview of open research questions and
recommended instrumentation for the Moon
Heinicke, Christiane, Solmaz Adeli, Mickael Baqué, Giuseppe
Correale, Miranda Fateri, Steven Jaret, Nina Kopacz, Jens
Ormö, Lucie Poulet, and Cyprien Verseux. Advances in
Space Research (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2021.04.047

Insights into the Survival Capabilities of
Cryomyces antarcticus Hydrated Colonies
after Exposure to Fe Particle Radiation.
Claudia, Pacelli, Cassaro Alessia, Loke M. Siong, Aureli
Lorenzo, Moeller Ralf, Fujimori Akira, Shuryak Igor, and
Onofri Silvano. Journal of Fungi 7, no. 7 (2021): 495.
https://doi.org/10.3390/jof7070495

In other news...
The AbGradE Teams
working space will be
launched during our
virtual meeting in
September
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This is our early-career
space for connections,
sharing ideas and
resources, inquiries,
collaborations, group
projects, white papers,
proposals and anything
else you want to make it.

...and the keynote talks from the
AbGradE Space Law and
Governance conference
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Outstan
Elegibility: papers published
between July 1st, 2020 and
June 31st, 2021
Send a pdf of your paper to
eana-web@eana-net.eu with your
contact info and a short (250 word max)
statement of why it is fit for the award

To be presented by the author at the
EANA’21 virtual meeting

Deadline for submission
July 31st
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Summer sci-fi reading
the European Astrobiology Institute presents

“Life Beyond Us”

Original SF stories
and science essays
from 52 leading
science fiction
authors and
scientists on alien
life here and beyond

Check this
out on
kickstarter
See what the
AbGradE president
has to say about
potential life on
Enceladus

Summer listening:
Musics inspired by
astronomy, organized by
topic

